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1. CITATIONS 
 
Citations should appear in parentheses at the end of a sentence (Smith 2004). Two or more 
citations are listed in chronological, not alphabetical order (Thomas 1999; Brown and White 
2003; Myers et al. 2014). Note that references with three or more authors are listed with “et al.” 
here but every author should be listed in the References section below. To cite a specific page in 
a source when using a direct quotation, use (Smith 2014, 124).  
 
2. NOTES, FIGURES, AND TABLES 
 
2.1 NOTES 

Do not use footnotes or endnotes. Notes are optional, and if used in a paper, are 
designated in the text with a superscript numeral behind a sentence.1  
 
2.2 FIGURES 

Figures are numbered according to their order of appearance in the paper; all figures 
should be referred to in the text. When referring to a figure in running text, use lower case 
abbreviation in parentheses (fig. 4), but spell out in sentences (“as seen in figure 4”). Referring to 
more than one figure in running text: (figs. 1, 2) (figs. 1–6).  

Indicate where you would like images to appear by inserting the caption in running text 
enclosed in brackets, as below. Include an image credit for each and every caption (Courtesy of 
Photographer or Institution). The caption for the first overall photograph of an accessioned object 
must include the following information:  
 
[Fig. 1. Optional description of image. Artist, Title, date, materials, H x W x D cm (units can be m/mm but must be 
in metric). Institution/Collection, accession number (Courtesy of Photographer or Institution)] 

 
[Fig. 2a. This figure is in multiple parts; 2b. Its caption should be separated with semicolons; 2c. The image itself 
can have but does not need letters to designate the different parts. (Courtesy of Photographer or Institution)] 

 
2.2.1 Special Cases for Custom Captions 

Please inform editors if the copyright holder of an image has specified that the caption 
appear in a particular way so that the editors do not mistakenly change it to adhere to the above 
format.  
 
2.3 TABLES 



Tables are optional and are numbered in a separate series from figures. See the example 
below for the preferred format showing spare use of horizontal rules and avoidance of vertical 
rules (table 1). 

 
Table 1. Title of Table 

 Heading (m2) Heading (lbs.) Heading (mL) 
Heading 190 7,983 88 
Heading 4.0 -0.00049 153 
Heading 0 7 11 
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Appendix 1. TITLE OF APPENDIX  
 
Appendices are not mandatory, but can be useful for long procedural steps or details of analysis. 
 
NOTES 
 
1. Please limit yourself to three notes.    
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PRIMARY AUTHOR is a sculpture conservator specializing in modern materials and is Owner 
of ABC Conservation Inc. She is a graduate of the University Program in Art Conservation, 
where she earned her MSc in Art Conservation in 2001. Address: 123 Elm St., New York, NY 
10001. E-mail: author@museum.org  
 
CO-AUTHOR NAME is Ebenezer S. Stewart Chief Conservator at the Museum of Things. He 
also serves as President of This and has these research interests. Address: as for Primary Author. 
E-mail: coauthor@museum.org 
 
COLLABORATOR NAME works in private practice. As an undergraduate he studied 
engineering. Address: as for Author. E-mail: collaborator@museum.org  
 

ß for works NOT specifically cited in the body 
of the text 

ß for materials NOT commonly found 
 (no need to list cotton, ethanol, etc.)  


